
Dear Harvest Partner,
What a year this has been! We will review a few events that made this a dramatic year. At the beginning of

2020 a very serious plague – pandemic, Covid-19 virus which has continued to get worse and now new strains
are emerging. It’s a good time to read Psalms 91 for divine protection. – Now let us take a look at what Brother
Frisby wrote that the nation would cross over in a firestorm. All through the West we have had the most major
fires in the history of the nation. And they are still active at this time. (Also in Australia, great devastation with
firestorms.) – At the same time our nation was going through the most political upheaval of all time and is still
continuing. (Is this the beginning of the two party system coming to an end or merging into one system?) Let us
read some significant signs from Neal Frisby’s library:

“What the world needs now is the Lord Jesus and the full force of His anointed power! As we look around
we can see the demon powers at work striking out at every part of our nation, and at every section of the world!
One has a spiritual sense that things are rising to a head and that the age is swiftly moving towards a climax!” –
“We have seen in the past the profound changes that have greatly affected this nation and it will be affected
even more. The world is passing from one shock to another, from one startling event to the next! As the news
said, who knows what’s going to happen next!” – “I can answer that, plenty! Things never seen before will occur!
Explosive events lay just ahead that will shake society, later placing it into the hands of the unified system and
control!” – “Except for the children of the Lord, society is in confusion and absolutely headed in the wrong
direction! Although to the world it will finally seem right, but it will not end right! A cloud of delusion is
descending on mankind; a great snare is being placed before the nations!” – “Now is the day of salvation and
deliverance, for soon it will be too late even for this!”

“There is one thing for certain, the Lord is well aware of all occurrences upon the earth! He alone is the
answer, the only one who can help the children of men!” By the urgency in my heart I know time is short, and we
will soon fly away! For some valuable information read Ps. 90: 1-6. Continuing to vs.9 shows the shortness of
our time, it says, “we spend our years as a tale that is told!” Vs.10 reveals the average age of those living upon
the earth. Then it says for it is soon cut off and we then fly away! – Vs. 12, “So teach us to number our days, that
we may apply our hearts unto wisdom! This verse has a dual meaning concerning life, but it also means for us to
keep track of the signs around us, so we can be aware of His approach!” Vs. 13 says, “Return, O Lord, how long?
– We know because that Israel is in their homeland it will not be long, and it will occur in our generation! If
the true Church will apply their hearts unto wisdom, He will reveal the nearness of His appearance!” “As far as
the world is concerned Jesus’ coming will be sudden and unexpected!” – “Already we can see the shadows of the
anti-Christ beginning to appear, so we know that Jesus is coming very soon!”

“It seems that everything in this world is corrupted or headed that way! Pollution, disease, hunger, war,
politics, the economy, youth, drugs! It asked, when will it end? How can we get out of this mess? Who will
straighten it out?” – “They said it will take a real super leader! And there is just that type personality rising and
gaining power!” – “The Bible definitely teaches as the age ends there will arise in the world a great deceiver, a
man of tremendous power, a fascinating personality who will represent himself even as God! But the real
truth is that he is Satan’s masterpiece! Paul speaks of this personage in II Thess. 2:4 as the son of perdition! He
will manifest powers that will deceive the world! One who understands dark sentences! He will delude the
masses and draw forth their admiration!” – “He will be charismatic, surrounded with an element of mystery! He
will intoxicate mankind with delusion; a world of make believe and fantasy! But it will all be lies and deception!”
– “My opinion is, that these events are very near indeed!” End quote. – Brother Frisby mentioned to keep track of
the signs around us. Feb. 10th there is going to be a great sign in the heavens. The planetary line up with Saturn,
the Moon, Venus, Jupiter, Mercury and the Sun, all in the constellation Aquarius.

This month I am releasing a new book called “The Appointments” and as you read this you will find that
each of us have an appointment with the Lord Jesus our Saviour. All events are timed by the Lord! – Also a DVD
“The Truth and the Light.” – As we enter a New Year let us do all that we can to publish this valuable gospel! I
will be remembering you in prayer. May the Lord bless and guide you in His wonderful wisdom.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “The Truth and the Light”
“The Anchor and Foundation” Also available: “God’s Fingerprint”
“The Invincible Creator” ($20.00 donation each)
“Faith and Patience”


